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“Ten years, the grievances back then, let’s end here.”

“Don’t worry, I will personally hang your bones in front of Chu’s house soon!”

Senran’s words were completely icy.

When he said this, Mark’s palm was already lifted, and the majestic power began to
gather in his hand.

It seems that Mark has already prepared to solve this Chu Qitian completely here.

However, in the face of Mark’s raging anger, Chu Qitian, who was already lonely at this
time, did not show the slightest panic.

After the initial tremor dissipated, the young master of the Chu family in front of him,
looking at Mark, actually smiled.

“Haha~”

“What a blood and killing?”

“A good one who knows his mistakes and regrets the past?”

“Chu Tianfan, Chu Tianfan, don’t you think you are happy too early?”

“Do you really think that if you kill the five powerful Chumen, I will not rely on Chu Qitian?
It is the fish on the chopping board. Are you slaughtering them?”

Chu Qitian stood proudly in the breeze with his hands in his pockets.

The wanton laughter reverberated under the dense forest.

Mark frowned: “Isn’t it?”

“Of course not!” Chu Qitian replied immediately.



“Chu Tianfan, I have been fighting with you for so long, I know your difficulties. I also
know your strength.”

“Suppress the entire Japanese martial arts with one’s own power.”

“Seriously, your record, even I sigh inferiorly.”

“So, you think I, Chu Qitian, is so stupid, really relying on a few martial arts masters to
kill a peak power who is comparable to the titled master at the peak period?”

“So, do you still rely on it?” Mark’s expression suddenly became cold when he heard
this.

The spiritual power of the whole body was released instantly, and the whole person was
also a lot more vigilant in an instant.

After having suffered a sneak attack, Mark naturally didn’t dare to be careless this time.

Always pay attention to the surrounding situation.

“Congratulations, you guessed it right.”

“However, I actually thought that my second bottom ticket would not be used.”

“But I didn’t expect your strength to recover so quickly.”

“The five great masters have broken your hands?”

“You deserve to be the one who let me Chu Tianqi chase and kill for ten years, and you
deserve to be his son.”

Chu Qitian shook his head and smiled.

“Well, that’s all.”

“Next, let you see how Chu Tianqi really leans on me.”

“Trust me, this lineup will definitely satisfy you.”

After speaking, Chu Qitian immediately turned around, raised his head, facing the
depths of the sky, and shouted respectfully: “Two, show up.”

“Next, I will rely on two people.”

The deep voice echoed quietly on the shore of the lake.

One second~



Two seconds~

…

A few seconds passed, and no one appeared in the distant sky.

“Ok?”

Chu Qitian frowned, just when he thought something was wrong.

Huh~

Suddenly there was a sonic boom in the sky of Liaoyuan.

Immediately afterwards, two figures, like cannonballs, dashed across the sky and leapt
into the void.

At an extremely terrifying speed, stepping towards the sky here.

The speed is as fast as electricity.

In the blink of an eye, the two figures have already appeared on this isolated island.

In front of Mark.

“Is it you?”

Mark, who was still puzzled about the identity of the other party, was undoubtedly colder
after seeing the faces of the two.

The whole body was surging with chills, and the killing intent was torrential.

At that moment, the palm under the sleeve was tightly clenched.

Chapter 2685

Yes, the two people in front of them are not other people, they are the two people,
Fentian and Gaia, the King of India who besieged Mark before on this isolated island.

As the so-called enemies meet, they are extremely jealous.

At the moment when he saw the two of Fen Tian,   Mark’s eyes were as cold as ice.

Of course, Mark is not the only one with such an expression.



The Yintian King Burning the sky in front, in his old eyes, is also full of killing intent
towards Mark.

“King Yintian, King of Persia, you are finally here.”

“I thought you didn’t believe it and wanted to let go of my Chu family’s pigeons?”

Seeing these two people finally appeared, Chu Qitian was overjoyed.

The rock hanging in my heart finally fell to the ground at this time.

Chu Qitian just now was really frightened.

If the two of them really let him dove out and didn’t come to help, he would undoubtedly
be in danger this time.

But fortunately, the two of them are still creditable.

“It seems that the people that Young Master Chu brought this time are all trash.”

“With so many people, even a bad guy who is seriously injured can’t solve it?”

“Young Master Chu is not afraid of humiliating Chu’s reputation.”

After showing up, Yintian King Fentian didn’t pay attention to Mark immediately, but
looked at the bloody and miserable scene at his feet, and said to Chu Qitian in a deep
voice.

Chu Qitian smiled awkwardly: “I was careless this time and made both of you laugh.”

“But fortunately, there are two more to help me out, this time it is a surprise.”

“You can rest assured, just as I said before, as long as you help me deal with this
country boy, I promised you what I promised will be delivered with both hands.”

These days, Chu Qitian can also be considered to have had a lot of confrontations with
Mark.

Whether it was Wu Herong at the foot of Mount Tai before, or Huayinglong at the original
Yanqi Lake.

In short, all Chu Qitian’s methods were in the hands of Mark.

So this time around Mark, Chu Qitian also took a look and arranged a two-handed plan.

With one hand, he led the five great masters of Chumen and besieged Mark who was
seriously injured.



The second-hand plan was to find the King of India Fen Tian and King Gaia of Persia in
exchange for some kind of treasure, and let them help when necessary to kill Mark.

Originally, Chu Qitian felt that Mark was nothing but a badly wounded body, and it was
not a matter of the five masters to kill him together, so he had never expected that his
second-hand plan would really come in handy before.

Looking back at this time, Chu Qitian only felt lucky.

Fortunately, there was a lot of attention at the time, otherwise, he was afraid that Chu
Qitian would really carry it in the hands of Mark this time.

“Well, just remember.”

“After the two of me cut off the head of this bastard, I hope that Master Chu will not go
wrong.”

“You should know the consequences of deceiving a titled master, not to mention, there
are still two now.”

“Even if you are backed by the Chu family, you are even supported by the Chu Sect.”

“But I promise, if you don’t believe it, both of us will make you regret it.”

Yin Tian Wang Fen Tian said coldly, even if he was cut off by Yu Yun before, he still did
not change his arrogance and arrogance.

Obviously the battle hadn’t started yet, in his mouth, Mark seemed to be a dead body.

“That’s natural.”

Chu Qitian replied with a smile.

The King Yintian was right. Even with his background, he definitely didn’t dare to
deceive the titled master.

Although, regardless of strength and strength, the Chu family has an overwhelming
advantage.
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